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Heidi
Feucht
Co-worker and Art Therapist Dunshane 1996-2012
retires at 80
As our good friend Heidi approaches her 80th year she has finally decided
to embrace retirement and return to family in Germany.
During these last 16 years she has been a wonderful guiding
influence in the evolution of Dunshane. She writes as follows……
Michael came to me saying: 'Would you write something for 'Camphill Spirit' about your life and work in Camhill
Dunshane? So, I will try.
I will take a specific section of my 50 years in Camphill, which
'drifted' me to the shores of Ireland and to Dunshane in 1996.
In 1986 I had a severe accident in which I lost my left hand. After recovery I felt that life still had something 'in store' for me. In pondering, I discovered a 4 years study of art therapy.
This study time was a very rewarding and enriching period for me.
Once finished with the study the issue arose: 'Where do I go to be a
therapist?' But before long a request came from Dunshane Camphill
Ireland. I trembled a bit with the
questions: Will I manage? How will I do it?
With these big questions I met my first clients. (Then called
trainees)…
Heidi outside the conservatory at Dunshane House, Co.Kildare

It was an amazing transformation within me (helped by each one of the
trainees) to discover the way how to do it.
The trainees (now villagers) opened so up towards me, that I could 'walk' into their lives and abilities with the medium of colours.
I experience that therapy is not only the 'therapist' having inspirations and showing how and what to do but this all needs a 'receptor' an 'opening' to go in - a 'two way traffic'- and this is the moment when therapy can happen.
In this special graced moment -when it happens- not only is the client happy and helped but also my life becomes richer.
Two years ago I felt a new change coming towards me and I had to find a new place to be. Again I found a new 'shore' at the Lake
of Constance in my home country. A place to have a sheltered, independent living.
Looking forward, again with a little trembling but with joy.

Camphill Values
In recent years the care sector has been met with growing regulatory framework intended to support and protect the vulnerable.
Through their past deeds, Camphill has actually led that transformation – 70 years ago those with disability were barely tolerated but the
Camphill pioneers, refugees from Nazi Germany, came together in Scotland and through a creative freedom, formed a community with a
new respect for all humanity and a view that saw all people as being human, regardless of race, colour, creed or disability.
Camphill’s compelling narrative of ethos and values, centering around its people, remains the same with the
(a) Vision – of community life, of living working and celebrating together to fulfil and heal individual destinies and aspirations and
(b) Mission- where the communities are home from home for both members and volunteers. People in the community share the tasks of
daily life, work and cultural activities that engage the spirit, with concern for the protection and sustainability of the
natural environment.
Government policy is promoting a future vision of Citizenship and Inclusion for all members of our society. This goal is very
much in line with the ideals of Camphill. Regulation has another role, more to do with protecting than nurturing, with
underlining differences rather than working with similarities. Camphill must continue to be confident and creative.
Let’s support Camphill in its endeavours to develop its unique ethos and individuality within the confines of regulatory change.

Michael Hilary Editor
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“Difference Day”
The Bridge Community’s vision of a
Kilcullen Farm & Nature Trail made
possible
Local volunteers and some 150 members of the staff of Fidelity
Investments, a multinational financial services company with
offices in Dublin and Galway, took part in a 'Difference Day'
team-building exercise on the 4th of July (Independence Day) at
The Bridge Camphill Community, building paths around a Nature Walk that's expected to be a big local tourist attraction in
the future.
The whole event was organised by a company specialising in corporate days with a community twist.
’Difference Days’ started out as a standard corporate events
provider in 1997 with the familiar outdoor
challenges format.

In the beginning there was nothing but muck

"In 2008 I became a volunteer with Special Olympics and had
such a wonderful time organising Family Days,
I decided to change the direction of our corporate events and
offer our clients an opportunity to experience the joy and satisfaction that volunteering brings," says MD Denis O'Reilly.
"Also we could see a lot of companies truly wanted to do something more meaningful than shooting clay pigeons!"
The following year Denis and fellow director Angela O’Reilly
launched Difference Days to facilitate 'socially responsible' corporate events. Camphill Communities of Ireland was one of the
community groups chosen to be helped, and the Kilcullen community’s nature trail
project won out as one of the successful ideas.
Some advance work was carried out in the two weeks before the
Fidelity employees arrived. And Camphill’s volunteers opened
up the route of the trail, which begins and ends in the community’s car park behind “An Tearmann” Coffeeshop, to the people of
Kilcullen.
The fully wheelchair accessible nature path is 750m long and
includes a 50m stretch of boardwalk over wetlands at the foot of
the now defunct weir that stretched the river until 60 years ago,
when it broke in a flood.
In addition to providing labour, Fidelity also funded all the required materials, which enabled the project to
become feasible. It took some 250 volunteers to pull off this

Constructing the boardwalk beside the fast flowing Liffey

ambitious project
At 9am on the day, the task seemed almost impossible.
A mountain of gravel had to be transported, spread and compacted onto raw, marshy earth. And it had to be done by 5pm.
“We’ll be the strong backs and the weak minds for the day,” said
Travis Carpico of the company's Citywest branch as he addressed a batch of the volunteers.
Another 30 local people and a team of Camphill residents and
co-workers were on hand to work as well.
“We were blessed with the weather,” was the most popular phrase
of the day … “this is much heavier than it looks” was another
favourite.
Additional volunteers, members of the civil defence and Kilcullen Scouts catered for the day and helped with the clean up.
Volunteers were given tea, coffee and scones at tea-break; followed by a lunch of apples, crisps,
biscuits and sandwiches. We were also treated to a short film
about the life of the Bridge Community and the people that are
a part of it.
The day finished with thank you speeches, a barbeque and the
popular Kilcullen band “Flock of Budgies”.
Two large plaques were presented to Fidelity Investments for
their Dublin and Galway offices as a token of

Many hands and it’s still very hard work

appreciation.
The entire event concluded with a lap of the nature trail, led by
Camphill resident Siodhna Kavannagh.
Everyone involved was touched by the experience.
“I definitely saw more smiles than grimaces of pain,” said Travis
Carpico.

Nearly there

After all the hard work the barbecue was well deserved

“The day was a fantastic success and a great achievement that
even surpassed my own expectations of what is
possible, when so many people come together for a cause.” said
Mischa Fekete of The Bridge Community.
A second 'Difference Day' event is already planned for September and will further develop the riverside trail by providing
benches picnic areas, a gazebo overlooking the river and other
features such as educational signs with information on the plant
and animal life as well as some local history and interesting anecdotes connected to the grounds of the Bridge Community.
The trail has already made possible several inclusive wildlife

walks and talks which focused on bats and birds and other
wildlife in Kilcullen. Funding for a professionally conducted 3
month wild life survey on the river area in Kilcullen has been secured as a joint project of Kilcullen Community Action and the
Bridge Camphill Community and the Farm & Nature trail is a
feature that is a big part of this study.
The Farm & Nature trail is not only a wonderful resource for
the town and people of Kilcullen but also puts the whole work
of the volunteers and people with special needs into an inclusive
context that furthers Camphill’s goals of integration and the empowering of people to make meaningful contributions to their
local communities.
The above is based on excerpts from Brian Byrne, Connor
McMahon and Trish Whelan from the Kilcullen Blog at
www.kilcullenbridge.blogspot.com edited by Mischa Fekete.

Greenacres invade London

On Thursday morning the 17th of May this year, nine
members of the Camphill Community from
Greenacres in Dublin embarked on a four day long weekend to London. Shane and Siobhan H, Rebecca,
Andrew, Marie-Luise, Valentine, Khung Ah, Tae and Siobhan Mc, headed
off on a Ryanair flight to Gatwick. From there the underground tube
took them to accommodation at their base in Kensington. An active
schedule had them visiting The British Science Museum, The Ripley
‘Believe it or not’ Exhibition,
Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace and the Changing of The
Guard, Tower Bridge, Hyde Park, and for many the highlight was the tour
organised for them by a friend of Camphill, of the Chelsea Stadium at Stamfort Bridge.

Shane Nolan with the F.A.Cup

Living in Dingle
by Rachael Buchanon
(Resident of Camphill Community Dingle )
My name is Rachael (with two A's) Buchanon. I live in Camphill Communtity Dingle. I came here in the summer of 2006. Before that I went to
College in Dunshane. I live in Dolphinhouse, in Beenbawn. Every morning
when I leave the house I see the sea and the cliffs.
I walk to the land and go to the farmbuliding where we have our morning
gathering. After the morning gathering I go and check if there are any vegetables for cooking. I help cooking and do some cleaning in Inisfree and
Liosdeargan. It is a long way to Lisdeargan so we have to drive by car.
In the afternoon I work in the weavery and one day in the candleworkshop.
In the summer I also help in the garden. After supper I sometimes go dancing
and on mondays I go to town to do drumming. Sometimes I go to the pub.
The other night I went to the pub to watch the soccermatch. Ireland lost.
Dingle is my favourite place. I like everybody here. I love the sea but I do
not like swimming in the sea. It’s too cold. Sometimes I can see Funghi the
dolphin jumping in the water from the sittingroom.
In the holidays I go home to Dunlavin in Wicklow to visit my mum and
dad.

River Celtic hit the net in Carlow blitz
River Celtic had another successful day at the FAI soccer blitz at St Pats Carlow; this was the team’s fourth competition to participate in over the past two years. The team is made up of soccer enthusiasts from Kingsriver, Watergarden and Jerpoint communities
and train at the Watershed on Mondays. This time round the team were entered into the more competitive division and did extremely well with three draws, one win and an unfortunate 3:2 defeat after a
disallowed goal. The games were played on the all weather pitches at St Pats and were very competitive. Great
goalkeeping by River Celtics Sean Durkin kept the scores down in a couple of games and the good teamwork and passing skills of
Darragh, John, Darren and Eddie led to some excellent
goals and near misses. As the day’s competition resulted in
five very tough games the squad was well used with
Philip, Daniel and Jan playing a great role in encouraging
the team with effective substitutions. One of our new members Graham gave great encouragement from the
sidelines as it was his first soccer blitz to attend.
The team welcomes new members and can be contacted
at 087 755 67 64 (John O’Connor) we would also be interested in playing other teams and we are on the lookout
for sponsorship in order to purchase basic football kit.
We are presently supported through the Kilkenny sports
partnership, coached by Seamus at the Watershed.

Social Workers in Camphill Communities by Clara McIntyre
It might be surprising for some to hear that some people in Camphill
Communities in Ireland are employed.
Not everyone is a volunteer anymore, not everyone who works in the communities
lives in the communities as well. Most people still do, but a small number of people come in to work. The people that are employed are there to fulfill a specific
task and one of the tasks is of a social care worker and social worker.
The role of a social worker within the communities has different aspects. In essence
the social worker ensures that the individual’s welfare and needs are met appropriately. Further the social worker very often is the link person. They work closely together with the individuals and their families and link with the community providing
support and information according to need.
A social worker is often the first person of contact when someone is
interested in coming to stay or work in a community and will support that
person and their family throughout their stay with the Community.
This encompasses that individuals are empowered to make informed decisions about
their own lives and are enabled to voice their wishes and concerns in a safe space. The
three main areas a social worker is engaged in are: promote
empowerment, self-determination and advocacy in a person’s daily life; assessment, planning and evaluation of an individual’s needs and welfare; and managing risk and protection concerns. It is an all-encompassing job focusing on the person’s ability to live life to
the fullest!

2012 Mini Marathon
Great Ladies, Great Weather, Great Success
Sunny weather helped make the 2012 Mini Marathon Women’s Mini Marathon in Dublin on Bank Holiday Monday 4th June,
a great success. Runners, joggers and walkers supported 16 Camphill Communities and raised over €25,000 for worthy projects.
120 participants from all over the country gathered at the Sandymount Hotel to change, prepare and take on board food and
fluids in preparation for the ‘Fun Run’ A fleet of 4 minibuses ferried people to the start and from the finish, in particular Nick
Blitz from Kyle who played a blinder. A Celebration buffet meal was then enjoyed by all.
There is a link to some fine photographs taken on the day by Nick Van Vliet at:
https://picasaweb.google.com/103419697722148914209/MiniMarathonJune2012
Thanks are due also to John Loughran of the Sandymount Hotel for his hospitality and Jim Dowling for his
generous sponsorship of the supper.
Sponsorship cards will be available early 2013 for next year’s event so put Monday, 3rd June, 2013 in
your diary and ask your friends to support Camphill in 2013. Contact your local community or
Michael Hilary, Editor at 087-2568810.

Matissklo, the new therapy centre
in Ballytobin

by Gabriel Poynton, on behalf of everyone at Ballytobin.

Since its inception Ballytobin has been deeply committed to
being a place which is therapeutic. This can be
understood on a number of levels. We try to live in a way which
is socially therapeutic, eating meals together, placing a high
value on meeting and talking with one
another as often as we can, living and working together with
people whose needs may be extremely complex, trying to gain a
better understanding of one another as each day passes (patience
and empathy required)
providing a healing and rich education for our teenage school
pupils, and so forth. This is just one of many levels.

National Lottery, and further to that we received a donation
from a Dublin charity organisation that
supported adolescents, and which was winding up.
This donation was facilitated by the charity’s President Mr. Peter
Webster, and enabled the therapy building to be completed.
In November 2011 our new therapy centre was officially
opened, by Dr. Nick Blitz, and Nick, along with Gladys Lydon
and Mark Dwan gave inspiring speeches.

On a deeper level are the one-to-one therapy sessions that we
have been fortunate to give a home to here in Ballytobin, and
which are a vital part of daily life for many of the people with
whom we live and care for; this extends also to co-workers and
their children. Over the past 33 years Ballytobin has incorporated into its daily life music therapy, color-light therapy, listening space therapy, physiotherapy, speech therapy, Eurythmy
therapy, horse riding therapy, art therapy, ‘Einreibung’ and rhythmical massage, therapeutic baths, and play therapy.
Despite this wealth of therapies, we had not been able to offer

Physio-therapy room

The therapy centre was christened ‘Matissklo’ – a curious name,
with a humbling story behind it. Primo Levi, an Italian survivor
of Auschwitz, wrote in his wonderful book ‘If this is a Man’
about meeting a young boy who had been born in the camp and
who had a physical
disability and was heard to utter only one word before he died
“Matissklo”

Bath therapy room

them a true home or had a therapeutic centre in the community.
Therapies took place in sitting rooms in the house communities,
also in our fondly-remembered ‘farm shed’ which is now no
longer, and there was a feeling of making-do with what was
available. We slowly started to imagine a new home for our therapeutic life therefore.

Matissklo sits in a field next to our orchard, where the children
play at break time. You will see it on your right as you drive up
the lane to Ballytobin. It is very quiet there, and away from all
traffic, both cars and people, which has made it eminently suitable for our therapeutic life. It is a beautiful building; you feel
good simply on entering it, and slowly but surely it is entering
the life of the community. It is a wonderful example of the effect
architecture can have on one’s sense of well-being, and we find it
an inspirational space. At present it is home to six therapists and
their clients. Two of the therapists live in Ballytobin, and the

So a new therapy centre was designed by eco-architects Solearth,
of Dublin, (with input from Ballytobin) who
designed a large building comprising a doctor’s surgery, a massage room, a room for therapeutic baths, an art therapy room, a
eurythmy therapy room, and a physiotherapy room. There are
also two toilets, and a kitchen. The physio and eurythmy therapy rooms are both very large, and round, with spectacular
domed ceilings, and beautiful conical tiled roofs on the exterior.
Funding came via a number of sources: in 2007 a first lump
sum came from an HSE capital grant, which
enabled the project to get started. After a hiatus, we
received a Communal Facilities Grant, in 2010, through the

Art therapy room

other four come from
outside the community. We hope that with time we
will be able to extend our clientele to those
living in the locality, and that the HSE and
medical practises in the locality will become aware the
Matissklo is available for referrals, and use. These are
our aims.
Do come and visit Matissklo for yourselves!

View of building from South-West

KCAT’s
busy summer
A KCAT summer is never a quiet one, and this year was no exception. In a flurry of creative activity, the centre was represented in Kilkenny, Callan, Dublin and Cork, in four separate
festivals. Studio artist Karl Fitzgerald
presented his stunning DVD work 'Karl's Room', which seamlessly guides the viewer through 365 of his beautiful works in
the Old Coop, Green Street in Callan as part of the Abhainn Rí
Festival.
Not to be outdone, fellow studio artist Jason Turner showed a
selection of his recent work relating to space and the planets, as
part of the Kilkenny Arts Festival. Creating his own unique
gallery within The Arcade on Kilkenny's High Street, Turner
presents atmospheric
depictions of galaxies, space stations and the great beyond. During
the same period KCAT was further represented in Kilkenny by a
group show at Bollards and Beaujolais wine bar.

Opening of Wise Ways

Wise Ways

Not satisfied with their showing at home, KCAT travelled to
Cork, accepting an invitation to show as part of the Skibbereen
Arts Festival (27th July - 4th August) where a significant exhibition of canvas and sculpture works
coincided with a screening of 'Living Colour' the
documentary about KCAT by Wildfire productions, the edited
version of which was recently aired on RTÉ.
Furthermore, KCAT's theatre company, Equinox were
delighted to present their new play (The Making of ) The Frogs
after Aristophanes, a re-invention of the classic Greek comedy.
Following a rigorous summer of
rehearsals, as well as performances during the Abhainn Rí Festival (1st - 4th August) they will be taking the play on the road,
up to the Dublin Fringe no less, with shows daily at 1pm, September 16th to 22nd in The Project Cube, Dublin.
If you want to stay up to date on upcoming courses and all
things KCAT, join our mailing list on www.kcat.ie and you
can also find us on facebook.
Junk sculpture on the streets of Callan
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Camphill Community, Clanabogan, Co. Fermanagh by Alf McCreary

Woodwork Wonderland
The first impression on my visit to the woodworking shop in
Clanabogan, was the sheer variety of beautiful carvings and
objects that have been created in this place during the last few
years.
I was also greatly impressed by the skill and dedication of the
woodworkers and the quiet inspiration of the
co-ordinator, Pierre Speigelberg.
Having developed his woodwork skills in his native Germany
and Switzerland, he is now enriching
Clanabogan.
Pierre who works with a team of 12 villagers says it is a very
creative and rewarding experience, “Anyone who appreciates
art will quickly realise that my
colleagues in the workshop are artists in their own right
rather than people with special needs.
There is great creativity in seeing the wood from
different perspectives each project is unique because no two
pieces of wood are the same. We use elm as well as birch and
lots of pine.”

“Each woodworker has different skills, some are good at rasping, while others have a skill for carving and learning how to
go with the grain of wood. Many of the carvings are impressive, they include Mark
Bigwood’s life study of Prince Charles, Paul Byrne’s
mysterious owls, and Emma McCreery’s huge coloured flowers and larger than life figures.

Pierre Speigelberg with some of the talented woodworkers

Paul Bigwood with his ‘Prince Charles’ and ‘Obama’

The workshop also has a wide range of lamps and other carvings which demonstrate the skill and dedication of those who
create them.
Some of the beautiful larger objects are now available for purchase and the prices range from around £150 to £250. It is
important that the buyer is fully aware of the skill and hard
work that goes into each piece, some of the larger carvings
may take up to a year to
complete. Currently steps are being taken to mount an exhiIf you would like to be kept informed about our work
and would like to receive subsequent issues of Camphill
Spirit in electronic form (pdf), please send your email
address to:
Michael Hilary (087-256 8810), Camphill Spirit,
c/o Camphill Communities, 1a Farmhill Park,Goatstown,
Dublin 14, or email to: fundraising@camphill.ie
Emma McCreery with her work

